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Turkey and Atatürk's Legacy Paul B.
Henze 1998
Byzantium after the Nation
Stamatopoulos 2020-10-15 Dimitris
Stamatopoulos undertakes the first
systematic comparison of the dominant
ethnic historiographic models and
divergences elaborated by Greek,
Bulgarian, Serbian, Albanian,
Romanian, Turkish, and Russian
intellectuals with reference to the
ambiguous inheritance of Byzantium.
The title alludes to the seminal work
of Nicolae Iorga in the 1930s,
Byzantium after Byzantium, that
argued for the continuity between the
Byzantine and the Ottoman empires.
The idea of the continuity of empires
became a kind of touchstone for
national historiographies. Rival
Balkan nationalisms engaged in a "war
of interpretation" as to the nature
of Byzantium, assuming different
positions of adoption or rejection of
its imperial model and leading to
various schemes of continuity in each
national historiographic canon.
Stamatopoulos discusses what
Byzantium represented for nineteenthand twentieth-century scholars and
how their perceptions related to
their treatment of the imperial
model: whether a different perception
of the medieval Byzantine period
prevailed in the Greek national
center as opposed to Constantinople;
how nineteenth-century Balkan
nationalists and Russian scholars
used Byzantium to invent their own
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medieval period (and, by extension,
their own antiquity); and finally,
whether there exist continuities or
discontinuities in these modes of
making ideological use of the past.
Greeks in Turkey Dimitris Kamouzis
2020-12-30 This book provides a solid
and critical historical examination
of the endorsement, development and
course of Greek nationalism among the
lay/clerical leadership of the Greek
Orthodox minority of Istanbul during
the last phase of the dissolution of
the Ottoman Empire and the first
years of the newly established
Republic of Turkey. The focus is on
the political role played by the
ethnocentric communal elite, who
actively championed the Greek
nationalist plan of the Megali Idea
(Great Idea). Based on a comparative
investigation and synthesis of a wide
array of Greek and British archival
sources the book engages with the
various stages of Constantinopolitan
Greek elite nationalism in Turkey and
partly in Greece, and examines its
manifestations, its level of success
and its consequences on the minority
during the crucial period of
1918–1930. The main argument is that
the internal dynamics, the policies
and the responses of this powerful
communal elite vis-à-vis other
communal factions as well as Greek
irredentism and Turkish nationbuilding conditioned to a significant
degree the construction of specific
representations and perceptions of
the group’s collective identity and
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determined the status of the Greeks
of Istanbul as a national minority in
Turkey until nowadays. Providing a
thorough analysis of elite politics
during and in the aftermath of the
Greek-Turkish War and assessing the
application of the minority clauses
of the Treaty of Lausanne (July
1923), the volume is a key resource
for students and academics interested
in nationalism and minorities, modern
Greek history, Ottoman and Turkish
history as well as for policy makers
and specialists working in the
diplomatic field, the Greek and
Turkish public service, international
institutions and non-governmental
organizations.
Scale, Space, and Canon in Ancient
Literary Culture Reviel Netz
2020-03-31 A history of ancient
literary culture told through the
quantitative facts of canon,
geography, and scale.
Greece Roderick Beaton 2019-03-07 We
think we know ancient Greece, the
civilisation that shares the same
name and gave us just about
everything that defines 'western'
culture today, in the arts, sciences,
social sciences and politics. Yet, as
Greece has been brought under
repeated scrutiny during the
financial crises that have convulsed
the country since 2010, worldwide
coverage has revealed just how poorly
we grasp the modern nation. This book
sets out to understand the modern
Greeks on their own terms. How did
Greece come to be so powerfully
attached to the legacy of the
ancients in the first place, and then
define an identity for themselves
that is at once Greek and modern?
This book reveals the remarkable
achievement, during the last 300
years, of building a modern nation
on, sometimes literally, the ruins of
a vanished civilisation. This is the
story of the Greek nation-state but
also, and perhaps more fundamentally,
of the collective identity that goes
with it. It is not only a history of
events and high politics, it is also
a history of culture, of the arts, of
people and of ideas.
Ionian Vision Michael Llewellyn Smith
2021-10-28 In this volume, Michael
Llewellyn-Smith sets the Greek
ionian-vision-greece-in-asia-minor-1919-22

occupation of Smyrna and the war in
Anatolia against the background of
Greece's 'Great Idea' and of great
power rivalries in the Near East.
A Pontic Greek History Sam Topalidis
2007 "History of Pontic Greeks (from
the Black Sea region) and a history
of the Topalidis and Papadopoulos
Family from Turkey to Georgia to
Greece and finally to Australia." -Provided by publisher.
Constantin Carathéodory Maria
Georgiadou 2013-12-01 With
breathtaking detail, Maria Georgiadou
sheds light on the work and life of
Constantin Carathéodory, who until
now has been ignored by historians.
In her thought-provoking book,
Georgiadou maps out the
mathematician’s oeuvre, life and
turbulent historical surroundings.
Descending from the Greek élite of
Constantinople, Carathéodory
graduated from the military school of
Brussels, became engineer at the
Assiout dam in Egypt and finally
dedicated a lifetime to mathematics
and education. He significantly
contributed to: calculus of
variations, the theory of point set
measure, the theory of functions of a
real variable, pdes, and complex
function theory. An exciting and
well-written biography, once started,
difficult to put down.
The Macedonian Front, 1915-1918
Taylor & Francis Group 2022-04 The
'Macedonian question' has been much
studied in recent years as has the
political history of the period from
the Balkan Wars in 1912-13 to the
Treaty of Lausanne in 1923. But for a
variety of reasons, connected with
the political division of Greece and
the involvement of outside powers,
the events at and behind the
Macedonian front have been sidelined. The recent commemorations of
the centenary of the end of the First
World War in the UK illustrate how by
comparison with the enormous and
moving emphasis on the western front,
Macedonia has been not wholly but
largely ignored. This volume
illuminates this comparatively
neglected period of Greek history and
examines the strategic and military
aspects of the war in Macedonia and
the political, social, economic and
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cultural context of the war.
Empires at War Robert Gerwarth
2014-07-03 Empires at War, 1911-1923
offers a new perspective on the
history of the Great War. It expands
the story of the war both in time and
space to include the violent
conflicts that preceded and followed
the First World War, from the 1911
Italian invasion of Libya to the
massive violence that followed the
collapse of the Ottoman, Russian, and
Austrian empires until 1923. It also
presents the war as a global war of
empires rather than a a European war
between nation-states. This volume
tells the story of the millions of
imperial subjects called upon to
defend their imperial governments'
interest, the theatres of war that
lay far beyond Europe, and the
wartime roles and experiences of
innumerable peoples from outside the
European continent. Empires at War
covers the broad, global
mobilizations that saw African
solders and Chinese labourers in the
trenches of the Western Front, Indian
troops in Jerusalem, and the Japanese
military occupying Chinese territory.
Finally, the volume shows how the war
set the stage for the collapse not
only of specific empires, but of the
imperial world order writ large.
Ionian Vision Michael Llewellyn Smith
(Griekse historie) 1973
The Blight of Asia George Horton 1926
Smyrna 1922 Marjorie Housepian Dobkin
1988 On one level Smyrna 1922 is a
modern Greek tragedy replete with the
elements of irony and horror. The
Greeks, one of the victorious Allied
powers during World War 1, were
betrayed by their allies and their
army driven into the sea at Smyrna by
the forces of Mustapha Kemal, an
insurgent leader to whom his former
enemies had given considerable covert
help. There followed an enactment of
the week of orgy after the fall of
Constantinople in 1453; pillage, rape
and massacre culminating, in this
instance, in the spectacular
destruction by fire of Smyrna (now
Izmir), considered an infidel city by
the Turks because of its
predominantly Greek character and
population. Dobkin's study is a
definitive work concerning a debacle
ionian-vision-greece-in-asia-minor-1919-22

deliberately soft pedalled and almost
expunged from the memory of modern
day man in the words of Henry Miller
in The Colossus of Maroussi.
A History of the Greek Language
Francisco Rodríguez Adrados
2005-10-01 A History of the Greek
Language is a kaleidoscopic
collection of ideas on the
development of the Greek language
through the centuries of its
existence.
The Greeks of Asia Minor Gerasimos
Augustinos 1992 The story of 19thcentury Asia Minor Greeks illustrates
the interplay of European and nonWestern cultures. Although grounded
historically in the latter culture,
Greeks in Asia Minor interacted
economically and culturally with
Europeans. They were an integral part
of Ottoman society, yet considered an
ethnoreligious minority. Gerasimos
Augustinos, in his comprehensive
social and cultural survey, traces
their progress during a critical era
of modern history and discusses how
their development ultimately affected
the entire Hellenic world. Augustinos
emphasizes the period from 1840 to
1880, a time of transition from
traditional agrarian society and the
primacy of religious identity in
multinational authoritarian states in
Eastern Europe to the dynamic and
more complex era of
industrialization, nationalist
ideology, mass politics, and
centralizing states. The role and
structure of the Greek Orthodox
church was challenged, commerce and
education developed, and culture
became politicized with the emergence
of a Greek nation-state which
transmitted its influence from Athens
to Asia Minor. Within the Greek
communal institutions the sense of
ethnic self-identity was reshaped.
These forces, however, did not result
in an allegiance to one political
path. Differences between the urban
and provincial Greek communities
developed, as did tensions between
higher clergy and community leaders,
the Patriarchate and the
representatives of the Greek
government, and Greeks native to Asia
Minor and those from Greece.
Augustinos addresses these problems
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of social accommodation among a
communally organized people in a
multinational state and further
defines the interrelation of folk and
formal culture and thedynamics of
ethnicity and faith. Using
unpublished materials from a number
of important archival collections and
contemporary publications, he draws
on the work of Ottomanists as well as
neo-Hellenists. His is the first
extensive treatment of the subject
and a significant contribution to the
social and institutional history of
the nationalities in the Ottoman
Empire. The Greeks of Asia Minor will
interest historians of the Middle
East, the Near East, and Southeastern
Europe, particularly Ottoman
specialists, in addition to
historians of modern Greece. It will
also prove indispensable to
specialists in nationalism,
ethnicity, and nation- and statebuilding and valuable to Asia Minor
Greeks and their descendants in the
English-speaking world and Greece who
want to better understand their
heritage.
The Western Question in Greece and
Turkey Arnold Toynbee 1922
Modern Greece John S. Koliopoulos
2009-10-27 Modern Greece: A History
since 1821 is a chronologicalaccount
of the political, economic, social,
and cultural history ofGreece, from
the birth of the Greek state in 1821
to 2008 by twoleading authorities.
Pioneering and wide-ranging study of
modern Greece, whichincorporates the
most recent Greek scholarship Sets
the history of modern Greece within
the context of a broadgeo-political
framework Includes detailed portraits
of leading Greek politicians Provides
in-depth considerations on the
profound economic andsocial changes
that have occurred as a result of
Greece’s EUmembership
Transitions from Authoritarian Rule
Professor Emeritus of Government
Guillermo O'Donnell 1986
Greek Nationalism and Diaspora
Politics in America, 1940-1945
Alexandros Kosmas Kyrou 1993
Paradise Lost Giles Milton 2008 A
powerful tale of destruction, heroism
and survival by the bestselling
author of NATHANIEL'S NUTMEG.
ionian-vision-greece-in-asia-minor-1919-22

Greek-Turkish Relations Since 1955
Tozun Bahcheli 2021-12-13 Bahcheli
analyzes the dispute over Cyprus from
its emergence in the 1950s to the
coup against President Makarios which
brought Greece and Turkey to war in
1974. He considers the Cyprus issue
within the narrow context of GreekTurkish relations, and the broad
context of international relations
The Balkans Since 1453 L.S.
Stavrianos 2000-05 With a new
introduction by TRAIAN STOIANOVICH A
monumental work of scholarship, The
Balkans Since 1453 stands as one of
the great accomplishments of European
historiography. Long out of print,
Stavrianos' opus both synthesizes the
existing literature of Balkan studies
since World War I and demonstrates
the centrality of the Balkans to both
European and world history, a
centrality painfully apparent in
recent years. At last, the
cornerstone book for every student of
Balkan history, culture and politics
is now available once again.
American Accounts Documenting the
Destruction of Smyrna by the Kemalist
Turkish Forces Constantine G.
Hatzidimitriou 2005
Salvation and Catastrophe
Konstantinos Travlos 2020-10-15 The
Greek-Turkish War of 1919–1923—also
known as the Western Front of the
Turkish War of Liberation and the
Asia Minor Campaign—was one of the
key aftershocks of the First World
War. Internationally better known for
its aftermath, the Compulsory
Population Exchange between Greece
and Turkey, the Catastrophe of
Ottoman Greeks, and the foundation of
the Republic of Turkey under Mustafa
Kemal Atatürk, the war has never been
given a holistic treatment in
English, despite its long shadow over
the Greek-Turkish relationship. The
contributors in this volume address
this gap by brining to the fore, on
its centenary, aspects of the onset,
conduct, and aftermath of this war.
Combining insights from the study of
international relations, political
science, strategic studies, military
history, migration studies, and
social history the contributions tell
the story of leaders and decisions,
battles and campaigns, voluntary and
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involuntary migration, and the human
stories of suffering and resilience.
It is aspects of the story of the
last gasp of the Great War in Europe,
brought to its final end with Treaty
of Lausanne of 1923.
Smyrna, September 1922 Lou Ureneck
2016-04-26 The harrowing story of a
Methodist Minister and a principled
American naval officer who helped
rescue more than 250,000 refugees
during the genocide of Armenian and
Greek Christians—a tale of bravery,
morality, and politics, published to
coincide with the genocide’s
centennial. The year was 1922: World
War I had just come to a close, the
Ottoman Empire was in decline, and
Asa Jennings, a YMCA worker from
upstate New York, had just arrived in
the quiet coastal city of Smyrna to
teach sports to boys. Several hundred
miles to the east in Turkey’s
interior, tensions between Greeks and
Turks had boiled over into deadly
violence. Mustapha Kemal, now known
as Ataturk, and his Muslim army soon
advanced into Smyrna, a Christian
city, where a half a million
terrified Greek and Armenian refugees
had fled in a desperate attempt to
escape his troops. Turkish soldiers
proceeded to burn the city and rape
and kill countless Christian
refugees. Unwilling to leave with the
other American civilians and
determined to get Armenians and
Greeks out of the doomed city,
Jennings worked tirelessly to feed
and transport the thousands of people
gathered at the city’s Quay. With the
help of the brilliant naval officer
and Kentucky gentleman Halsey Powell,
and a handful of others, Jennings
commandeered a fleet of unoccupied
Greek ships and was able to evacuate
a quarter million innocent people—an
amazing humanitarian act that has
been lost to history, until now.
Before the horrible events in Turkey
were complete, Jennings had helped
rescue a million people. By turns
harrowing and inspiring, The Great
Fire uses eyewitness accounts,
documents, and survivor narratives to
bring this episode—extraordinary for
its brutality as well as its
heroism—to life.
A Concise History of Greece Richard
ionian-vision-greece-in-asia-minor-1919-22

Clogg 2002-06-20 A revised and
extended edition of Richard Clogg's
introduction to the history of modern
Greece.
The Mermaid Madonna Stratēs Myrivēlēs
1981
Olympics in Athens 1896 Michael
Llewellyn Smith 2004 Published in the
year that The Olympics returned to
Athens this is the illuminating story
of the making of the modern games,
the multinational group of intriguing
characters who re-invented them and
the first generation of new sporting
heroes. 'On 5 April 1896 James B.
Connolly of the Suffolk Athletic
Club, Boston, projected himself 13 m
and 71 cm through the Attic air in
the newly restored Panathenaic
Stadium of Athens, in the hop, step
and jump, and became the first
Olympic victor for more than 1500
years.' That opening sentence gives
the flavour of a rich and often
entertaining work of history that
brings together the following
intriguing strands: the rise of
amateur athletics in Britain, the US,
France, Germany and other western
countries, each with its own
particular stamp; the enormous
interest aroused by the excavation of
ancient Olympia, the site of the
ancient Games; the determination of
the eccentric French aristocrat Baron
Pierre de Coubertin to embody the
amateur athletic ideal in a revival
of the Games; and a perception by
politicians and the Greek royal
family that hosting Coubertin's Games
could help to put the young Greek
state on the European map.
Ionian Vision Michael Llewellyn Smith
1998 A piece of modern Greek history
worthy of Thucydides
Turkey: facing a new millennium
Amikam Nachmani 2013-07-19 This
electronic version has been made
available under a Creative Commons
(BY-NC-ND) open access license.
Turkey's involvement in the Gulf War
in 1991 paved the way for the
country's acceptance into the
European Union. This book traces that
process and in the first part looks
at Turkey's foreign policy in the
1990s, considering the ability of the
country to withstand the
repercussions of the fall of
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communism. It focuses on Turkey's
achievement in halting and minimising
the effects of the temporary
devaluation in its strategic
importance that resulted from the
waning of the Cold War and the
disintegration of the Soviet Union,
the skilful way in which Turkey
avoided becoming embroiled in the
ethnic upheavals in Central Asia, the
Balkans and the Middle East, and the
development of a continued policy of
closer integration into the European
and western worlds. Internal politics
are the focus of the second part of
the book, addressing the curbing of
the Kurdish revolt, the economic
gains made, and the strengthening of
civil society. Nachmani goes on to
analyse the prospects for Turkey in
the twenty-first century, in the
light of the possible integration
into Europe, which may leave the
country's leadership free to deal
effectively with domestic issues.
This book will make crucial reading
for anyone studying Turkish politics,
or indeed European or European Union
politics.
Realpolitik in the Eastern
Mediterranean Christos P. Ioannides
2001 In-depth study of the events
leading up to the Turkish invasion of
Cyprus in the summer of 1974.
The Ghosts of Plaka Beach Stylianos
Perrakis 2006 Sixty years after the
end of World War II Stylianos
(Stelios) Perrakis, Greek-born
finance professor who has lived most
of his life in Canada, went back to
Greece to investigate a traumatic
event in his family's history that
colored his childhood years. The
circumstances surrounding the
kidnapping and murder of his maternal
uncle by a Communist death squad in
May 1944, in the Argolida region of
the Greek Peloponnese, were cloaked
in mystery, never discussed openly by
family members. Using trial
transcripts, interviews with
survivors and with people involved in
his uncle's kidnapping, and such
primary materials as unpublished
diaries and family correspondence,
Perrakis managed to document the full
sequence of events that led up to
this family tragedy. He then widened
his focus to draw out the
ionian-vision-greece-in-asia-minor-1919-22

implications of this particular
event, painting an intimate picture
of a prosperous middle-class
provincial world faced with
extraordinary challenges that it was
unable to overcome.
Education and Modernization in the
Middle East Joseph S. Szyliowicz 1973
Venizelos Michael Llewellyn-Smith
2021-12-16 Eleftherios Venizelos
(1864–1936) was the outstanding Greek
statesman of the first half of the
twentieth century. Michael LlewellynSmith traces his early years,
political apprenticeship in Crete,
and energetic role in that island’s
emancipation from both Ottoman rule
and the arbitrary rule of Prince
George of Greece. Summoned to Athens
in 1910 by a cabal of officers,
Venizelos mastered the Greek
political scene, sent the military
back to barracks, and led the country
through a glorious period of
constitutional and political reform,
ending in a Balkan alliance waging
successful war against Ottoman rule
in Europe. By 1914, Greece had
doubled in territory and population,
and was about to face the challenges
of European war. Tensions were rising
between the king and the prime
minister, foreshadowing political
schism. This book illuminates
Venizelos’ political mastery,
liberalism and nationalism, and
traces his fateful friendship with
David Lloyd George. A second volume
will complete his story, with the
Great War, the post-war peace
settlement, Greece’s Asia Minor
disaster, and Venizelos’ late years
of renewed prime ministerial office,
political polarisation and exile in
Paris.
The Young Atatürk George W. Gawrych
2013-04-16 Winner of a 2014
Distinguished Book Award from The
Society of Military History and
Shortlisted for the 2014 LongmanHistory Today Book Prize Mustafa
Kemal - latterly and better known as
Ataturk - is without doubt the most
famous figure in modern Turkish
history. But what was his path to
power? And how did his early career
as a soldier in the Ottoman army
affect his later decisions as
President? The Young Ataturk tracks
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the lesser covered period of Kemal's
life - from the War of Independence
to the founding of the Republic.
George W. Gawrych shows that it is
only by understanding Kemal's
military career that one can fully
comprehend how he evolved as one of
the twentieth century's most
extraordinary statesmen. Gawrych also
contributes to the understanding of
Kemal by presenting a systematic and
critical analysis of his military
writings, orders, actions, and
letters as well as his political
decisions, speeches, proclamations,
and private correspondences.
Soldiering helped shape Kemal's
critical reasoning, personal values
and emotional intelligence. His
experiences as an officer and
commander forced him to adjust
theories to practices in order to
solve problems and make decisions.
But Kemal was a natural political
leader and his broad intellectual
interests and personal studies helped
prepare him for political leadership.
Gawrych demonstrates that in the last
year of the War of Independence Kemal
excelled as both Commander-in-Chief
of the Armed Forces and President of
the Grand National Assembly of
Turkey. Gawrych incorporates
previously-unstudied Ottoman archival
documents and is the first Western
scholar to conduct extensive research
on Kemal in the military archives of
the Turkish General Staff. This book
is essential reading for those
seeking to understand the
establishment of the Republic of
Turkey and the part that Kemal played
in that process.
The Politics of Self-determination
Lecturer in Modern European History
Volker Prott 2016-10-04 The Politics
of Self-Determination examines the
territorial restructuring of Europe
between 1917 and 1923, when a
radically new and highly fragile
peace order was established. It opens
with an exploration of the peace
planning efforts of Great Britain,
France, and the United States in the
final phase of the First World War.
It then provides an in-depth view on
the practice of Allied border drawing
at the Paris Peace Conference of
1919, focussing on a new factor in
ionian-vision-greece-in-asia-minor-1919-22

foreign policymaking-academic experts
employed by the three Allied states
to aid in peace planning and border
drawing. This examination of the
international level is juxtaposed
with two case studies of disputed
regions where the newly drawn borders
caused ethnic violence, albeit with
different results: the return of
Alsace-Lorraine to France in 1918-19,
and the Greek-Turkish War between
1919 and 1922. A final chapter
investigates the approach of the
League of Nations to territorial
revisionism and minority rights,
thereby assessing the chances and
dangers of the Paris peace order over
the course of the 1920s and 1930s.
Volker Prott argues that at both the
international and the local levels,
the 'temptation of violence' drove
key actors to simplify the acclaimed
principle of national selfdetermination and use ethnic
definitions of national identity.
While the Allies thus hoped to avoid
uncomfortable decisions and
painstaking efforts to establish an
elusive popular will, local elites,
administrations, and paramilitary
leaders soon used ethnic notions of
identity to mobilise popular support
under the guise of international
legitimacy. Henceforth, national
self-determination ceased to be a
tool of peace-making and instead
became an ideology of violent
resistance.
Heirs of the Greek Catastrophe Renée
Hirschon 1998 In 1923, after war
between Greece and Turkey, 350,000
Muslims were expelled from Greece and
over a million Orthodox Christians
entered the country. This ethnography
of Kokkinia, an urban quarter in
Piraeus, reveals that its
inhabitants, 50 years after
settlement, had a marked sense of
identity separate from that of other
Greeks. First published in 1989 by
Oxford University Press, New York,
this paperback edition contains a new
preface by the author and a new
foreword. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Postcolonialism Cross-Examined Monika
Albrecht 2019-06-19 Taking a
strikingly interdisciplinary and
global approach, Postcolonialism
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Cross-Examined reflects on the
current status of postcolonial
studies and attempts to break through
traditional boundaries, creating a
truly comparative and genuinely
global phenomenon. Drawing together
the field of mainstream postcolonial
studies with post-Soviet postcolonial
studies and studies of the late
Ottoman Empire, the contributors in
this volume question many of the
concepts and assumptions we have
become accustomed to in postcolonial
studies, creating a fresh new version
of the field. The volume calls the
merits of the field into question,
investigating how postcolonial
studies may have perpetuated and
normalized colonialism as an issue
exclusive to Western colonial and
imperial powers. The volume is the
first to open a dialogue between
three different areas of postcolonial
scholarship that previously developed
independently from one another: • the
wide field of postcolonial studies
working on European colonialism, •
the growing field of post-Soviet
postcolonial/post-imperial studies, •
the still fledgling field of postOttoman postcolonial/post-imperial
studies, supported by sideways
glances at the multidirectional
conditions of interaction in East
Africa and the East and West Indies.
Postcolonialism Cross-Examined looks
at topics such as humanism,
nationalism, multiculturalism,
nostalgia, and the Anthropocene in
order to piece together a new,
broader vision for postcolonial
studies in the twenty-first century.
By including territories other than
those covered by the postcolonial
mainstream, the book strives to
reframe the “postcolonial” as a
genuinely global phenomenon and
develop multidirectional postcolonial
perspectives.
A History of Pergamum Richard Evans
2012-05-10 The Kingdom of Pergamum
emerged from the great period of
instability which followed the death
of Alexander the Great. Over the next
century Pergamum was to become one of
the wealthiest states in the eastern
Mediterranean. The state of Pergamum
was incorporated into the Roman
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Empire between 133/129 BCE and it
eventually became Rome's wealthiest
province. The whole of Asia Minor
suffered in the civil wars which
ended the Roman Republic, and
Pergamum did not escape the exactions
demanded of the Greek cities by
Pompey, Caesar and Antony. In the
subsequent peace, ushered in by
Augustus, Pergamum regained its
prosperity and became one of the
cultural centres of the Roman Empire.
Its ruling dynasty - the Attalids were patrons of the arts and while in
power were responsible for the
remarkable embellishment of their
capital at Pergamum. Other more
ancient cities such as Ephesus and
Miletus also benefited from their
government. This volume surveys
Pergamum's history from the late
Third Century BCE to the Second
Century CE.
Greek-Turkish Exchange of Population
Stavroula Chrisdoulaki 2010-10
Seminar paper from the year 2010 in
the subject Politics - International
Politics - Region: South East Europe,
Balkans, grade: A, University of
Flensburg, language: English,
abstract: The Treaty of Moundros,
which was signed on 30th of October
in 1918, formed the starting point of
the end of the First World War. The
defeated Central Powers, which were
consisted by Germany, AustriaHungary, Ottoman Empire and Bulgaria
had to accept the stipulations laid
down by Entete Powers consisted by
France, United Kingdom, Russia,
Italy, United States and Greece,
which entered the war in 1916 under
the leading of Entete-friend
Eleftherios Venizelos. One of the
treaties signed after the war was the
Treaty of Sevres on 10th of August
in1920, which was indisputably
concerned as a victory of Greek
diplomacy and Venizelos policies.
According to Sevres Treaty East
Thrace (until the borders of
Constantinople) and the islands
Imbros (Gokceada) and Tenedos
(Bozcaada) were ceded to Greece while
at the area of Smyrna Greece had the
ability of administration and the
people after five years could decidevia referendum- their union with
Greece or not."
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